St Andrews Church of England Primary School
Reading Policy

Vision
Reading is the core of our curriculum. We teach children to be confident and fluent readers
who will have a lifelong love of books and reading. We understand that reading unlocks the
world around the child and enables them to develop culturally, emotionally, intellectually,
socially, spiritually and imaginatively. Therefore we have created a reading curriculum that is
ambitious for all children.
The school is determined that every pupil will learn to read, regardless of their background,
needs or abilities. All pupils, including the weakest readers, make sufficient progress to meet
or exceed age-related expectations (page 87 School Inspection Handbook November 2019).

Aims
For all pupils to
•
•
•

Read fluently and confidently at and beyond age-appropriate expectations
Enjoy reading and develop a love of books
Acquire a wide vocabulary and develop an interest and love of words

•
•
•

Understand fully what they read
Be able to use reading independently across the curriculum
Appreciate our rich and varied literary heritage

•
•

Monitor and self-correct their own reading
Understand how authors craft their writing

•

Know and understand a range of genres

Reading Curriculum
Reading is a multi-faceted and so this section is organised under the following headings
•
•

General Information
Word reading

•
•
•

Fluency
Comprehension
Vocabulary

•
•

Becoming a reader at school
Becoming a reader at home

This is known in the school as ‘Building a Balanced Reader’ and this ‘Balanced Reader’
approach is used across St Andrews.

General Information
•

In EYFS ‘Development Matters’ is the curriculum.

•

In all year groups, our reading curriculum is taken from the ‘National Curriculum’ and
‘Target Tracker’. This sets out the objectives that each year group teaches and shows
the progression within and across year groups.

•

The school takes a mastery approach to learning objectives and levels of text. Unless
a child has a special need related to reading, they will work on the objectives and ageappropriate texts for their year group. Age-appropriate texts for each year group
have been identified.

Word Reading
•

‘Letters and Sounds’ provides the structure and progression of our Phonics programme

•

The school’s phonics programme matches or exceeds the expectations of the national
curriculum and the early learning goals.
‘THRASS’ is used in classes to complement this programme and is used to match and

•

enhance the ‘Letters and Sounds’ programme
•

Phonics progresses as follows:
Time
EYFS Autumn 1
EYFS Autumn 2
EYFS Spring 1
EYFS Spring 2
EYFS Summer 1
EYFS Summer 2
Y1 Autumn 1
Y1 Autumn 2
Y1 Spring 1
Y1 Spring 2
Y1 Summer 1
Y1 Summer 2

Content
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3
Phase 3
Phase 3
Phase 4
Revision of phases 3 and 4
Phase 5
Phase 5
Phase 5
Phase 5
Phase 5

•

Weekly teaching focuses are detailed in teacher’s phonics medium term plans ensuring
progression through phases to match the above table
Each child in EYFS and Y1 receives at least one daily phonics session of twenty

•

minutes. This follows the structure of revisit, teach, practise, apply.
Teachers plan this on a weekly plan (Appendix A)

•

•
•

Teachers will informally assess during daily sessions
Pupils who are at risk of developing gaps in their phonics are given extra phonics
support as soon as possible. This information is recorded on school provision maps and
individual class intervention timetables

•

In addition to this, pupils are assessed formally on a half termly basis. The reading
part of this assessment comprises of three parts – recognising sounds, reading words
containing the sounds and reading high frequency words

•

The results of assessments may lead to some adaptation of the phonics medium term

•

plan
In EYFS and Y1 phonically regular books are used in school for one-to-one reading in
order for pupils to apply their phonics learning

•
•

Phonics is constantly applied and consolidated in other English lessons, child-led
learning and across the curriculum
Children who have failed the phonics screen at the end of Y1, undergo a full phonics
assessment and attend an intervention group in Y2 to fill their gaps and build their
confidence

•

The application of phonics remains a priority in Y2 and KS2. Teachers continue to
support and advise their pupils on this important area. ‘THRASS charts’ are used in
class to support children with daily reading, as well as with reading into writing. SEND

•

pupils may access phonics interventions in KS2.
As well as phonics, pupils are also taught ‘back-up-strategies’ to aid decoding, such as

•

use of context and grammar, graphical representation and learning of high frequency
words
Use of phonics as well as morphology and etymology continues through KS2 when
decoding new words

Fluency
•

•

Fluency is a focus throughout the school but especially in Y2 and Y3. Here teachers
use a combination of modelling, echo reading, choral reading and paired reading to
teach fluency.
Fluency is a regular focus as texts get harder in KS2. Teachers still use the above
strategies, with foundation subject texts being used to support and practise fluency.

Comprehension
•

The set of reading comprehension skills taught in our school are as follows:
o

Core Skills
▪
▪

o

Auxiliary skills
▪ Imagining
▪
▪

o

Clarifying (retrieval, vocabulary)
Inferring

Linking
Predicting

▪ Summarising
Evaluation skills
▪
▪

▪

Understanding purpose and viewpoint (Y3 onwards)
Understanding text organisation
Understanding writers use of language (Y2 onwards)

•

Comprehension is first introduced in EYFS by asking the children questions about
books they are listening to, reading or sharing. This is recorded on tapestry or in a

•

class big book
Comprehension is taught through daily ‘Guided Reading’ sessions through whole class
and small group teaching. The structure of the week is teaching (of strategy),
strategy consolidation, unseen comprehension and test strategy. It is planned using
the weekly planning format (see Appendix B)

•

If children are not working at age-related expectations, they will work on reading
comprehension in a smaller group at their level.

•

Teachers may also use active reading strategies either within these sessions, other
reading lessons or across the curriculum. These include drama, visualisation, text
restructuring, writing from reading, cloze, labelling, sequencing,

•

circling/highlighting/underlining (text marking), readers theatre, choral, echo and
paired reading.
Teachers also are actively encouraged to trial creative new approaches, feeding back
during staff meetings and to the English Leader.

Vocabulary
•
•

Vocabulary is taught directly and indirectly
Indirect teaching includes:
o Engaging in oral language with adults
o Listening to adults read

•

o Regular reading themselves
Direct teaching includes:
o Teaching children specific words before a reading activity
o Teaching words across an English Unit
o Repeated exposure to vocabulary across the curriculum
o 3-4 times weekly Magic Spell sessions

Becoming a reader at school
•
•

Every child has a reading record
Reading books are banded throughout the school (see Appendix C)

•

In EYFS and KS1, each child is heard read once a week. If a child isn’t being heard at
home they become a ‘daily reader’ and will be heard by an adult in school on a daily
basis.

•

In EYFS and Y1 phonically regular reading books are used in school for one-to-one
reading
In Y3 andY4, each child is heard read by the teacher at least once a half-term. If a

•

child isn’t being heard at home, they become a ‘regular reader’ and are heard by an
adult on a regular basis.

•

In Y5 and Y6, each child has a reading conference with a teacher at least once a half
term. If a child is struggling with reading, they become a ‘regular reader’ and are
heard by an adult on a regular basis.

•

Children read independently for at least ten minutes a day in class from Y3 onwards

•
•

Parent ‘reading mentors’ and governors regularly read with pupils
Across the school, ‘Storytime’ occurs daily, usually at the end of the day (although the
timing is flexible). In KS2 an ‘aspirational text’ is read to the whole class over a half

•
•

term or term. This begins in Y2 in the Spring term
Every class has access to books within their own classroom
The school library is accessed by every class at least once a fortnight. Library

•

monitors enable the library to also be open twice weekly at lunchtimes.
Teachers plan opportunities for reading across the curriculum. These enable pupils to

•

•
•

routinely apply the skills they are learning in English.
In Y2 all children are taken to the local library in the summer term. They are
encouraged to apply for and receive their library card if they are not already
members.
A whole school event, promoting books and a love for reading, is planned for every
term
In KS2, a ‘Reading Passport’ has been created for each year group. This ensures
children have access to high quality texts from a range of genres. The passport is
differentiated and prizes for number of books read are given (see Appendix D)

Becoming a reader at home
•

Parents/guardians are offered a workshop each year to update their knowledge and
the school expectations of how to support their children.

•

Children are expected to be heard read by an adult at least three times a week with
an aim of five times a week communicated to parents. Incentives are offered for this
reading at home

•

In EYFS and KS1, a book, chosen by the pupil, is taken home weekly to read to
parents/guardians

•

Children continue to read to their parents in KS2, although in Y5 and Y6 ‘reading

•

conversations’ are encouraged
Children are encouraged to regularly read independently at home from Y3 onwards

•

Reading for enjoyment is important, and reading conversations in Y5 and Y6 to help
find new books for individual pupils is important. Recommended reading lists are given
to pupils in these classes with a ‘Passport’ of reads to complete for each year group

Assessing impact
•

The school uses ‘Target Tracker’ for periodic assessment. This is completely aligned to

•
•

the school’s curriculum
Teachers update their assessments on a half termly basis
Assessments are made through a combination of observation, discussion and written

•

work
The weekly comprehension sessions in daily ‘Guided Reading’ help teachers to make
their judgements in this important area

•
•

Reading age assessments are carried out on a termly basis for some pupils
These reading age assessments are used for intervening with lower attainers and for
placing children in book bands

•
•

Termly ‘fluency checks’ are carried out from year 1 onwards.
Phonics is assessed on the school phonics assessment system half termly

•

The phonic screen, KS1 statutory assessment and KS2 SATs provide transitional
assessment

Monitoring
•

The English Subject Leader creates an action plan at the start of each academic year.
This is updated termly. A monitoring timetable is then made each term to ensure this
policy and the school curriculum are followed and taught. They will use a range of
monitoring strategies and ensure that they triangulate between these. Support is then

•

offered to teachers where ‘areas for development’ are identified.
The English Subject Lead also has regular time with the English Consultant to review
the impact of this policy.

Renewal
•

This policy is revisited on a yearly basis and amendments are made where appropriate.
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